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DEFENDERS OF GLYMMSFORGE
Of all the cities of Shyish, Glymmsforge is the most majestic. 
Standing at the heart of the Zircona Desert, it is a sanctuary 
against the many dangers that roam the cold sands. Its walls 
are thick, guarded from hostile magics by canals of blessed 
starwater and the bones of celestial saints. But the greatest 
of Glymmsforge’s defences are the Stormcast Eternals; each 
was once a mortal warrior, snatched into the heavens on the 
brink of death by the God-King Sigmar and reforged into a 
powerful champion. Granted celestial might and wielding 

weapons that crackle with the power of the storm, they exist 
to shield the living against evil.

It is well that this is so, for the greatest threat to Glymmsforge 
comes not from without, but below. Under the city’s streets 
is a winding labyrinth of graves and mausoleums known as 

the Ten Thousand Tombs. None can say who built this place, 
or why. All that is known is that these crypts are filled with 

ancient treasures and unquiet spirits, and that, by some 
strange mechanism or quirk of magic, they move. An explorer 

who loses concentration may find a gleaming chamber has 
suddenly become a dead end, or reach a crumbling wall only to 
discover the way they came is not as they remember. And the 
vengeful Nighthaunt spirits of the tombs are always waiting, 

always eager to slay intruders with their ice-cold claws.

Now, Glymmsforge is under siege. Nagash, the tyrannical 
God of Death, has unleashed a storm of death magic that 

has seen evil gheists rise across the realms. They attack the 
city in an endless tide, and while the Stormcast Eternals 
man the walls, another horde of malevolent Chainrasps 

masses in the Ten Thousand Tombs below. There is only one 
hope: somewhere in the shifting crypts lies a relic known 
as the Hyshian Illuminator. This potent artefact contains 
the power to banish the undead with pure light magic. If 
located, it will significantly bolster the city’s defences. 

Orris Suresight, the heroic Stormcast Eternals of his 
Castigator retinue and their faithful gryph-hound Valiant 
must brave the horrors of the Ten Thousand Tombs and 

activate the Illuminator. If they fail, Glymmsforge will fall, 
and all who dwell within will become part of Nagash’s army 

of the dead.



3In addition to this rulebook, Crypt Hunters contains the following components: 

CONTENTS

BEFORE YOU PLAY
Before you can play Crypt Hunters, you’ll need to assemble the models by following the instructions on 
pages 12-13 of this booklet. Then remove all of the cardboard tiles and markers from the punchboards.  

Astrid the DelivererOrris Suresight ValiantEryk Hauntscorn 4 Stormcast Eternal 
character cards

2 Chainrasp character cards Dreadwarden Chainrasps

Chainrasps32 Crypt tiles

3 Attack dice 2 Round Sequence cards 10 Stormcast Eternal power cards 10 Chainrasp power cards

10 Wound counters 1 Winch marker 1 Chill marker 1 Fear marker 1 Consecrated 
ground marker

1 Overwatch 
marker

1 Gloom marker

Attack

2

Move

1

Wounds
3

ERYK HAUNTSCORN

Stormcast Eternal, Castigator

‘Is that all you have, spirit? You should have stayed in 

the grave!’ - Eryk Hauntscorn

Attack

Move

Wounds

VALIANT
Stormcast Eternal

1

2

1

‘Your keen eyes scout the tombs ahead of us, Valiant, but 
it is your loyalty I value most of all.’ - Orris Suresight

Attack

Move

1

Wounds

3

2

ASTRID THE DELIVERER
Stormcast Eternal, Castigator‘When I take aim, I never miss. Even the dead fear my 

merciless � repower.’ - Astrid the Deliverer

Attack

2

Move

1

Wounds

2

Castigator-Prime: Once per Stormcast Eternals 

Act phase, while Orris Suresight is on the 

battlefi eld, Valiant, Eryk Hauntscorn or Astrid 

the Deliverer can move or attack aft er a Stormcast 

Eternal moves or attacks.

ORRIS SURESIGHT

Stormcast Eternal, Castigator

CHAINRASP
Chainrasp

‘� ey say these spectral horrors su� er eternal torment. 
If so, we will only heap further misery upon them.’ 

- Orris Suresight

DREADWARDEN
Chainrasp

Chilling Commander: While the Dreadwarden is 

on the battlefi eld, the Chainrasp player can take an 

extra action in each Chainrasp Activation phase.

ROUND SEQUENCE

1. Add Tiles

2. Stormcast Eternals 

Activation

3. Remove Tiles

4. Chainrasp 

Reinforcements

5. Chainrasp Activation

ROUND SEQUENCE1. Add Tiles2. Stormcast Eternals 
Activation3. Remove Tiles4. Chainrasp 

Reinforcements
5. Chainrasp Activation

Play this card aft er a Chainrasp 

drift s, moves or attacks.

Move 1 Chainrasp.

APPROACHING MENACE
IMPENETRABLE GLOOM

Play this card aft er the last tile 
is added to the battlefi eld in the 

Add Tiles phase.
Place the gloom marker on that 

tile. While the gloom marker 
is on that tile, no model can 
be placed on that tile for any 

reason. At the start of the next 
Remove Tiles phase, remove the 

gloom marker. 

ADVANCED TACTICS

Play this card before or aft er a 

Stormcast Eternal has moved 

or attacked.

Orris Suresight’s Castigator-

Prime ability can be used 

immediately, even if it h
as 

already been used this phase. 

HERE I STAND

Play this card aft er a Stormcast 
Eternal has moved or attacked.

Pick a Castigator that has not 
moved or attacked this round. 

Th at Castigator cannot make any 
Move actions this round. Th at 

Castigator cannot be injured or 
slain this round.
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GETTING STARTED

SET UP
Follow these steps to set up a game of Crypt Hunters.

1 Decide who will control the Stormcast Eternals 
and who will control the Chainrasps. Whoever 
controls the Stormcast Eternals is referred to 
as the Stormcast Eternal player and whoever 
controls the Chainrasps is referred to as the 
Chainrasp player.

2 Place the Entrance tile (shown below) within 
easy reach of both players.

3 Place the Castigator models and Valiant on the 
Entrance tile. These models are referred to as 
‘Stormcast Eternals’.

4 Take the Chainrasps and place them in front 
of the Chainrasp player. These are referred to 
as ‘lurking Chainrasps’ as they have not yet 
entered play.

5 Place the Hyshian Illuminator tile (shown 
below) face up within easy reach of the 
Chainrasp player. 

6 The Chainrasp player takes the remaining tiles 
and shuffles them face down in a stack.

7 The Chainrasp player places that stack on top 
of the Hyshian Illuminator tile, face down. This 
stack is referred to as the ‘crypt stack’.

8 The Chainrasp player shuffles the Chainrasp 
power cards, and places this deck face down 
within easy reach. They then draw the top 
three cards from this deck and look at them, 
keeping them secret from the Stormcast Eternal 
player. These three cards are referred to as the 
Chainrasp player’s ‘hand’.

9 The Stormcast Eternal player shuffles the 
Stormcast Eternal power cards, and places this 
deck face down within easy reach. They then 
draw the top three cards from this deck and 
look at them, keeping them secret from the 
Chainrasp player. These three cards are referred 
to as the Stormcast Eternal player’s ‘hand’.

10 Place a round sequence card in front of 
each player. 

11 Take the dice and place them within easy reach 
of both players.

12 Keep this rulebook near to hand in case you 
need to refer to it. 

Entrance tile Hyshian 
Illuminator tile

SPECTRAL HORDES
There is no limit to the number of Chainrasps 
available to the Chainrasp player. When 
Chainrasps are removed from the battlefield 
for any reason, they are placed to one side and 
can be placed back on the battlefield later by 
the Chainrasp player in a number of ways. 
Chainrasps that are not on the battlefield are 
called ‘lurking Chainrasps’.

OBJECT OF THE GAME
In order to win, the Stormcast Eternal player must first find the Winch tile, and then get to the Hyshian 
Illuminator tile in the depths of the crypt. The Chainrasp player wins if all the Stormcast Eternals are slain.

Crypt Hunters is a game for two players in which you fight for control of the Ten Thousand Tombs. One 
player controls the heroic Stormcast Eternals. The other player controls the ghastly Chainrasps and lays out 
the ghost-infested tombs. 

Stairwell tile

STAIRWELL TILE
The Stairwell tile (shown above) is only used in 
Campaign games (pg 10) – it’s best to leave it in 
the game box until you need it. 

~ -, , 
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IMPORTANT GAME TERMS

The Battlefield
Previously added tiles, including the Entrance tile, 
are referred to as ‘the battlefield’. 

Paths
Paths are areas of tiles that the Stormcast Eternals 
can move along that can connect one tile to 
another. The path is highlighted in green in the 
examples below.

Line of Sight
If an imaginary line can be drawn between the 
centre of one tile and the centre of another tile, and 
that line does not leave the paths connecting those 
two tiles, any models in either tile are said to have 
line of sight to the other tile. Models always have 
line of sight to the tile they are in.

In the example above, Astrid the Deliverer has line 
of sight to the highlighted tiles, and does not have 
line of sight to those in grey.

13 Draw tiles from the crypt 
stack and place them until 
you have placed one in 
each location the Stormcast 
Eternals have line of sight 
to (see above). How to draw 
and place tiles is explained 
in ‘Add Tiles’ over the page. 
An example of what the 
battlefield might look like is 
shown to the right – there 
will be a tile connecting to 
each of the six paths on the 
entrance tile, and if any of 
these have straight paths on 
them, further tiles will have 
been placed until no further 
lines of sight can be drawn. 

14 Begin the first round.

POWER CARDS
• Each player has a hand of three power cards. 
• Each player can play up to one card in each round. 
• The instructions for when a card can be played and what effect it has are detailed on the card itself. 
• When a card is played, the player that played the card follows the instructions. A player can always choose not 

to play a card.
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Step 2: Draw Tile
The Chainrasp player takes the top tile of the 
crypt stack. 

Step 3: Place Tile
The Chainrasp player can now add that tile face up to 
the battlefield using the following rules.

1 A tile can be placed adjacent to another tile as 
long as when it is placed, a Stormcast Eternal 
can draw line of sight to it.

2 A tile must be placed so that at least one path 
on that tile connects to at least one other path 
on the battlefield.

3 The Chainrasp player cannot place a tile so that 
a future tile could not connect to a path on it 
unless they have no other choice. This is called 
‘creating a dead-end’. If there is no choice and 
the Chainrasp player must create a dead-end, 
they must create as few as possible. Paths that 
end in this way are called ‘dead-ends’. 

The example below shows the potential placements 
of a single tile with a sharp corner. Tiles marked with 
a  symbol are not allowed by following the above 
rules. Tiles marked with a  symbol are permitted.

Once a tile has been placed, return to step 1 until no 
further tiles can be placed. 

ADJACENT TILES
Any tile that is touching another tile is said to be 
adjacent to it. In addition, if a model is in a tile 
that is touching other tiles, they are said to be 
adjacent to those other tiles. 

HOW TO PLAY
A game of Crypt Hunters is played over a series of rounds. In each round the players will play through a 
series of phases. Once each phase has been played through once in the following sequence, a fresh round will 
begin. Players keep playing rounds until one player wins.

ROUND SEQUENCE
A round consists of five phases.

Phase 1: Add Tiles.
Phase 2: Stormcast Eternals Activation
Phase 3: Remove Tiles.
Phase 4: Chainrasp Reinforcements 
Phase 5: Chainrasp Activation 

Each player has a round sequence card to remind 
them of this sequence during the game.

PHASE 1: ADD TILES
In the Add Tiles phase, the Chainrasp player adds 
tiles to the battlefield as explained below. In the 
first round, you will already have added tiles to the 
battlefield, so you can skip this phase. When the 
Chainrasp player can no longer add tiles, this phase 
ends and phase 2 begins.

Step 1: Determine if new tiles could be placed.
Step 2: Draw tile.
Step 3: Place tile.

Step 1: Determine if new tiles could be placed
If a Stormcast Eternal would have line of sight to a 
tile were it to be added to the battlefield on the end 
of a path, then this phase continues – proceed to step 
2. Otherwise this phase ends and phase 2 begins. In 
the example below, tiles would be added in the green 
locations, but would not be added in the red location.
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Attack Action
When a Stormcast Eternal makes an Attack action, it 
is called attacking. If a Castigator has line of sight to 
a tile that contains one or more Chainrasps, they can 
make an Attack action against the Chainrasps in that 

PHASE 2: STORMCAST 
ETERNALS ACTIVATION
In this phase, the Stormcast Eternal player can 
activate each Stormcast Eternal on the battlefield 
once. After each has activated, the phase is over and 
the Remove Tiles phase begins.

When a Stormcast Eternal activates, it can make two 
actions. Each of these actions can be a Move action 
or an Attack action, in any order or combination. For 
example, it could make two Move actions, one Attack 
action and then one Move action, two Attack actions 
and so on.

Move Action
When a Stormcast Eternal makes a Move action, it is 
called moving. When a Stormcast Eternal moves, it 
can move into an adjacent tile to which it has line of 
sight a number of times equal to its move value.

A Stormcast Eternal cannot move into a tile that 
contains any Chainrasps.

When the game begins, there will be four Stormcast 
Eternals on the Entrance tile. This is the only time more 
than two Stormcast Eternals can be on the same tile. In 
the first Stormcast Eternals Activation phase, at least two 
of the Stormcast Eternals must move from the Entrance 
tile. Apart from at the start of the game, no more than 
two Stormcast Eternals can be on the same tile.

In the example below, Astrid the Deliverer cannot 
move into any adjacent tiles until either Orris or 
Valiant leave the Entrance tile. On the other hand, 
Orris can use one action to move into any adjacent 
tile, or can choose to use both his actions to move 
twice, going past Eryk. Note that he cannot move into 
the tile that contains the Chainrasp.

LOST IN THE CRYPT
After the Chainrasp player has removed tiles 
from the battlefield, it is possible that there will 
be two separate battlefields with no adjacent 
tiles. If this happens, the Stormcast Eternal 
player chooses which battlefield to continue 
playing with. The other tiles are discarded. 
Any models on that battlefield are slain. If a 
Stormcast Eternal is slain, they are removed 
from the battlefield and their miniature is placed 
on their character card. 

tile. If they do, the Stormcast Eternal player makes 
an attack roll by rolling a number of attack dice 
equal to the Attack value on that Stormcast Eternal’s 
character card. For each result of , the Chainrasp 
player picks one Chainrasp on that tile to be slain. 
Slain Chainrasps are removed from the battlefield and 
become lurking Chainrasps.

Attacking with Valiant
When Valiant attacks, it can only make an Attack 
action against Chainrasps in a visible adjacent tile. 

PHASE 3: REMOVE TILES
In this phase the Chainrasp player removes all tiles 
to which the Stormcast Eternal player’s models do 
not have line of sight, unless by moving one space 
along a path a Stormcast Eternal would have line of 
sight to that tile. Any tiles that are removed from the 
battlefield are placed in a pile. This pile is called the 
discard pile.

In the example below, only the tiles marked with a 
 symbol would be removed, as the other tiles are in 

Orris’ line of sight, or would be if he were to move one 
space onto the Entrance tile or one space to the end of 
the corridor.

l 
r 
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PHASE 4: CHAINRASP REINFORCEMENTS
In the Chainrasp Reinforcements phase, the 
Chainrasp player picks any empty tile that does not 
have each of its paths connected to another path, 
and is not a dead-end. Then they place one lurking 
Chainrasp model on that tile for each of its paths that 
is not connected to another path, up to a maximum of 
3. They repeat this until each of those tiles has had the 
appropriate number of Chainrasps placed in it. Then 
place one lurking Chainrasp on each empty Soultrap 
tile (see opposite).

Chainrasps cannot be placed in, or enter, a tile that 
has 3 Chainrasps or any Stormcast Eternals in it. 

If there are no lurking Chainrasps, skip this phase.

In the example below, one Chainrasp is placed in 
each of the tiles marked A. Two are placed in the 
tile marked B as it has two paths leading from it. 
One is placed in the Entrance tile (C) as it has one 
unconnected path. None are placed in the tiles 
marked D as these have Stormcast Eternals in them.

The Dreadwarden
During this phase, and when playing power cards, the 
Chainrasp player can only place the Dreadwarden on 
the battlefield if there are at least 4 other Chainrasps 
already on the battlefield. For all rules purposes, the 
Dreadwarden is treated as a Chainrasp.

PHASE 5: CHAINRASP ACTIVATION
The Chainrasp player can make three actions in this 
phase, unless the Dreadwarden is on the battlefield, 
in which case they can make four actions. Each action 
can be any of the following:

Move Action
When the Chainrasp player makes a Move action, 
they pick one Chainrasp on the battlefield. That 
Chainrasp can be placed into any adjacent tile.

In the example below, if the Chainrasp player made a 
Move action and picked the highlighted Chainrasp, 
they could place it in the tile marked A or C. They 
could not move it to the tile marked B as it has the 
maximum number of allowed Chainrasps.

Dreadwarden

Drift Action
When the Chainrasp player makes this action, they 
pick one Chainrasp on the battlefield. That Chainrasp 
then drifts by being placed in another tile they have 
line of sight to. They will ‘drift through’ both the tiles 
the drift action began and ended in, as well as the tiles 
that line of sight was drawn through, even if one of 
those tiles contained 3 Chainrasps. Any Chainrasps 
on tiles that have been drifted through can also be 
placed in the same tile as the Chainrasp that just 
drifted, up to a maximum of 3.

Note that Chainrasps cannot draw line of sight 
through Stormcast Eternals.

In this example, if the Chainrasp player made the 
Drift action and picked the Dreadwarden (in the tile 
marked A), they could place the Dreadwarden in 
any of the tiles marked B, C or D. If they placed the 
Dreadwarden in the tile marked D, they could choose 
to take up to two Chainrasps from the tiles marked A, 
B or C and place them in the tile marked D, along with 
the Dreadwarden. The Dreadwarden could drift to the 
tile marked E instead, but could not drift to the tile 
marked F, as it does not have line of sight to that tile. 

A B C D

E F

A

B C D EA A

B

C

D

D
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Attack Action
When the Chainrasp player makes an Attack 
action, they pick one Chainrasp on the battlefield 
and one adjacent tile that contains at least one 
Stormcast Eternal. That Chainrasp, and each other 
Chainrasp on the same tile, attacks that tile. Note 
that the Chainrasps do not need line of sight to the 
tile they are attacking. The Chainrasp player then 
makes an attack roll by rolling one attack dice for 
each attacking Chainrasp. For each result of  , the 
Stormcast Eternal player must choose one Stormcast 
Eternal on the tile being attacked to be injured. 

Each Chainrasp can only attack once per round.

When a Stormcast Eternal is injured, place a wound 
counter on their character card. If a Stormcast Eternal 
has as many wound counters as the Wounds value on 
their card, they are slain. Remove a slain Stormcast 
Eternal’s model from the battlefield and place it on 
their character card.

WINNING THE GAME
If a Stormcast Eternal is on the Hyshian Illuminator 
tile at the end of any round, the Stormcast Eternal 
player instantly wins.

Before any Stormcast Eternal can move onto the 
Hyshian Illuminator tile, the Stormcast Eternal player 
must have the Winch marker (see below).

If the Stormcast Eternals are all slain, the Chainrasp 
player wins.

It is possible that the tiles can end up being placed in 
such a way that no matter what the Stormcast Eternal 
player does there will be no way to remove any further 
tiles, trapping the Stormcast Eternals in an eternal 
loop. If this happens the Chainrasp player wins.

It is also possible that the Winch tile is removed 
before the Stormcast Eternals have claimed the Winch 
marker, or that the Hyshian Illuminator is removed 
before a Stormcast Eternal is on it at the end of a round. 
If either of these happen the Chainrasp player wins.

SPECIAL TILES
Certain tiles have distinct rules and are referred to as special tiles. These rules are listed below. Special tiles 
are still considered to be tiles.

Soultrap Tile
Soultrap tiles have an 
additional effect in the 
Chainrasp Reinforcements 
phase (see opposite)

Abyssal Tile
When a Stormcast Eternal 
enters an Abyssal tile, they 
cannot make another move 
action this round, and their 
current move action ends. 
When a Stormcast Eternal 

starts a round in an Abyssal tile, the first move 
action they take that round has no effect.

Spear-trap Tile 
After a Stormcast Eternal 
moves into a Spear-trap tile, 
the Stormcast Eternal player 
must immediately roll an 
attack dice. If the result is a  

the Stormcast Eternal is injured (see above).

Winch Tile
A Stormcast Eternal model cannot 
move into the Hyshian Illuminator 
tile unless the Stormcast Eternal 
player has the Winch marker. 
When a Castigator ends their 

activation on the Winch tile, give the Winch 
marker to the Stormcast Eternal player.

Stairwell Tile
The Stairwell tile is only used in 
Campaign games (pg 10).
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To play a Campaign game, set up a game following 
these steps instead of the ones on page 4. 

1 Place the Entrance tile within easy reach of 
both players.

2 Place the Stormcast Eternal models on the 
Entrance tile.

3 The Chainrasp player takes the Stairwell tile 
and places it within easy reach. 

4 Then they place the Hyshian Illuminator tile to 
one side – it will be used later. 

5 The Chainrasp player finds the Winch tile 
and places it to one side. They then take the 
remaining tiles and shuffle them face down in 
front of them in a stack.

6 They then take the top 9 tiles from the stack and 
shuffle those tiles together with the Stairwell 
tile, and then places the stack of 10 tiles in front 
of them, face down. 

7 Then they take the other 19 tiles, shuffle in the 
Winch tile and place them on top of the first 10 
tiles, face down, to form the crypt stack.

8 The Chainrasp player shuffles the Chainrasp 
power cards, and places this deck face down 
within easy reach. They then draw the top 
three cards from this deck and look at them, 
keeping them secret from the Stormcast Eternal 
player. These three cards are referred to as the 
Chainrasp player’s ‘hand’.

9 The Stormcast Eternal player shuffles the 
Stormcast Eternal power cards, and places this 
deck face down within easy reach. They then 
draw the top five cards from this deck and 
look at them, keeping them secret from the 
Chainrasp player. These cards are referred to as 
the Stormcast Eternal player’s ‘hand’.

10 Draw tiles from the crypt stack and place them 
until you have placed one in each location the 
Stormcast Eternals have line of sight to it. 

11 Begin the first round.

The Stairwell 
If, at the end of a round, at least one Stormcast Eternal 
is on the Stairwell tile and the Stormcast Eternal 
player has the Winch marker, the Stormcast Eternal 
Player has completed the first stage of the campaign – 
it is now time to set up the second stage as they delve 
deeper into the crypts. Follow the steps below to set 
up the next part of the Campaign.

 1  Place the Entrance tile within easy reach of 
both players.

 2  Place any Stormcast Eternals that have not been 
slain on the Entrance tile. Remove any wound 
counters from their character cards.

 3  The Chainrasp player takes the remaining tiles, 
except the Stairwell tile, the Winch tile and the 
Hyshian Illuminator tile, and shuffles them face 
down in front of them in a stack. 

 4  The Chainrasp player then takes the top 9 
tiles from the tile stack and shuffles those tiles 
together with the Hyshian Illuminator tile, 
and then places the stack of 10 tiles in front of 
them, face-down. 

 5  They then take the other 19 tiles and place them 
on top of the first 10 tiles, face down, to form 
the crypt stack.

 6  Draw tiles from the crypt stack and place them 
until you have placed one in each location the 
Stormcast Eternals have line of sight to it.

 7  Begin the first round.

Victory conditions remain the same for a Campaign 
game as for a regular game.

CAMPAIGN GAME
A Campaign game adds an extra level of difficulty for both players. The Stormcast Eternal player must make 
their way through a much longer crypt, but has more power cards to help them do it. In addition, if they are 
lucky they might even find the tile they are looking for more quickly than normal.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Once you’ve got the hang of Crypt Hunters, you can track your achievements in the game below – make a note of 
who claimed each achievement first, and when they achieved it, below. 

ACHIEVEMENTS FOR EITHER PLAYER NAME DATE
UNRIVALLED: Be the first to win a game as both the Stormcast Eternal player and the 
Chainrasp player.

VICTORY AFTER VICTORY: Win three games in a row.

HORRORS ABROAD: Win a game while on holiday.

CHAMPION OF BATTLE: Win a game while affected by two Burdens (see below).

LORD OF BATTLE: Win a game while affected by three or more Burdens.

STORMCAST ETERNAL PLAYER ACHIEVEMENTS NAME DATE
ON CAMPAIGN: Win a Campaign game.

UNBLEMISHED VICTORY: Win a game where no Stormcast Eternal is slain or injured.

CLOSER THAN YOU THINK: Win a game where the Hyshian Illuminator is connected to 
the Entrance tile.

HERO OF THE HOUR: Win a game where Valiant is the only surviving Stormcast Eternal.

CHAINRASP PLAYER ACHIEVEMENTS NAME DATE
SWIFT VICTORY: Win a game where more than 16 tiles remain in the crypt stack at the end 
of the game.

NOT EVEN CLOSE: Win a game without the Stormcast Eternal player claiming the Winch token.

UNWORTHY OF MY ATTENTION: Win a game without placing the Dreadwarden on 
the battlefield.

TOO FAST TO HUNT: Win a game where Valiant is the last Stormcast Eternal to be slain.

BURDENS
Players can also choose to test their mastery of the game by playing with one or more of the Burdens below. 
Only one player can apply Burdens during a game, but they can apply as many as they like. Each Burden 
restricts a player’s actions, or modifies the rules of the game to make it more challenging. Winning while one or 
more of these conditions is in place is considerably more tricky, and is a worthy achievement in itself. 

STORMCAST ETERNAL PLAYER BURDENS NAME DATE
FRACTURED COMMAND: Win a game without using Orris Suresight’s Castigator-
Prime ability.
BEEN THROUGH A LOT: Win a game where each of the Castigators begins the game with 
only 1 wound remaining. 
LIMITED AMMUNITION: Win a game where each of the Castigators only rolls 1 attack dice 
when they attack. 
LETHAL ENVIRONMENT: Win a game where every special tile also counts as a Spear-trap tile.
STACKED ODDS: Win a game where, when setting up the crypt stack, you shuffle the 
Hyshian Illuminator and the Winch tile into the bottom 10 tiles in the stack.

CHAINRASP PLAYER BURDENS NAME DATE
GHOSTLY EBB: Win a game without placing more than four Chainrasps on the battlefield at 
any time.
DEATHLY PATIENCE: Win a game without making a Drift action.
GREEDY GHEISTS: Win a game where no tile contained more than one Chainrasp at any time.
WHO NEEDS ‘EM: Win a game without playing any power cards.
DREAD TRIUMPH: Win a game where every Stormcast Eternal is slain by an attack action 
that includes the Dreadwarden.
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ASSEMBLY GUIDE

 – Contact points

This box contains 14 finely detailed Citadel 
Miniatures representing the Chainrasps infesting 
the Ten Thousand Tombs, and the noble Stormcast 
Eternals who must face them. The models come 
unassembled and unpainted. 

All of the miniatures in this set have been designed so 
that the pieces simply push together. To assemble your 
models, follow the step-by-step guides on these pages.

WARNING. SMALL PARTS. SHARP POINTS.  
PRODUCT FOR AGES 12+ ONLY.

ADVERTENCIA. PARTES PEQUEÑAS. PUNTAS AFILADAS.  
NO APTO PARA MENORES DE 12 AÑOS.

ATTENTION. PETITS ÉLÉMENTS. POINTES ACÉRÉES.  
PRODUIT DESTINÉ AUX ENFANTS DE 12 ANS ET +.

ORRIS SURESIGHT ERYK HAUNTSCORN

ASTRID THE DELIVERER

VALIANT
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STORMCAST ETERNALS
The Stormcast Eternals are mortal heroes that have been transformed into supernatural warriors in the 
forges of Azyr, each the embodiment of Sigmar’s storm. They are the God-King’s wrath made manifest, and 
they were created for one single purpose: outright war!

Raised up by the God-King from their former 
lives, the Stormcast Eternals come from every tier 
of society. Fiery warrior kings fight shoulder-to-
shoulder with stoic castellans and bellicose priests, 
each hand-chosen for immortality after giving their 
all against the armies of Chaos. 

In glorious Sigmaron these heroes are blasted apart 
upon the Anvil of the Apotheosis by the energies 
of Azyr, to be remade in a process called the 
reforging. Those who survive this leave their previous 
incarnations behind – though many struggle to hang 
on to their former identity, they all become creatures 
of the storm. Tall and broad-shouldered, they are 
clad in gleaming sigmarite, a metal stronger than 
any steel. The frowning, impassive masks that hide 
their faces are feared across the Mortal Realms, as are 
their lightning-charged weapons – tools of war that 
can smash an orruk’s bones to pulp. For those mortal 
folk saved from disaster by the Stormhosts, they are 
avenging angels sent by a raging god.

Each Stormcast Eternal is able to overcome a dozen 
lesser men. They do not fight as individuals, however, 
but go to battle in massed ranks of infantry, in 
echelons of heavy cavalry, in winged hosts and in 
swift hunting parties, all working in concert to bring 
doom to the foe.

Because they are saturated with the magic of Sigmar’s 
storm, the Stormcast Eternals can blaze into reality 
on bolts of celestial force. Once a Stormcast Eternal 
has taken form within the other realms, they cannot 
ascend once more without either passing through 
a portal to Azyr or dying in battle. When such a 
warrior is slain, they are not truly lost. Their body, 
weapons and armour discorporate in a heartbeat, 
transmuting into a crackling cloud of energy that 
flashes upwards in a blur. When this soul-stuff 
reaches Azyr, it is drawn back to Sigmar’s vaults, 
where it is eventually reforged so that the Stormcast 
Eternal might live again – and be sent straight back 
into the fight.
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NIGHTHAUNT
The Nighthaunts that roam the realms are truly terrifying, manifesting as ethereal phantasms that soar to 
battle on cold winds. Shaped by the magic of Nagash into forms that echo the sins of their mortal lives, the 
Nighthaunts are driven by the darkest emotions to inflict horror and death upon the living.

In a hundred thousand graveyards across the Mortal 
Realms, a bone-numbing chill seeps out from opened 
tombs and exhumed mass graves. With it comes 
a deathly mist, and within that strange miasma 
are the Nighthaunt hosts. These are not corporeal 
foes, creatures that can be slain with blade or shot, 
but ethereal entities all but immune to blows from 
mundane weapons. Imbued with the energies of 
Shyish, the Realm of Death, their power comes from 
an immortal rage, spite and bitterness that gives them 
the power to tear flesh and rend the soul. They are 
able to drift through walls and reach through the flesh 
of men with their cold talons to still the hearts within.

Like an ill wind that howls up from the darkest pits of 
creation, the Nighthaunts attack as an onrushing host 
of dark spirits. They are sustained by a fathomless 
hatred for the living. These wraiths fight to send fresh 
souls screaming down into the Shyishan underworlds, 
taking cruel pleasure in knowing the torments that 
await them as they too suffer the reign of Nagash.

The Nighthaunt armies form the vanguard of 
Nagash’s legions, rising from the corpse-strewn 
ground or pouring through Realmgates to fall upon 
their prey. As these spectral hosts howl across the 
battlefield, damned spirits break away to bring 
death to their chosen quarries. Even a rag-tag 
horde of Chainrasps can prove the demise of a 
phalanx of armoured warriors, for unless a blow 
is levelled against them with powerful intent and 
unstinting courage, it will find little purchase upon 
them. Only those attacks with the driving force of 
intense emotion behind them can tear through the 
ectoplasmic body of the Nighthaunt. The fear and 
confusion that bleeds from each of these unholy 
gheists is a weapon in itself, for by robbing the mind 
of conviction, they also rob the body of strength.
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